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If The
Shoe Fits

you think?"

"

has already been used and 'Andy's
Gang' is appropriate, but a little
juvenile, don't you think?"
"

By DAVE BRANDS
By now everyone, including the
mayor (Albuquerque doesn't have a
mayor! ),probably knows FLAP
doesn't stand for Federal Legislation
on Air Pollution.
FLAP is billed by its producers,
Warner Brothers, as another
"protest" flick. It stars Anthony
Quinn, Shelley Winters and Tony Bill
and is based on the novel "Nobody
Loves a Drunken Indian" by Clair
Huffaker. It was originally going to
be named after the book but some of
the state's Indian population wanted
the title somewhat toned down. It
was then changed to "Nobody Loves
Flapping Eagle" and then just plain
"Flap."
The film cost $6 million, much of
which was spent in the Santa Fe Albuquerque area where it was
filmed. It is another "biggie" for
Gov. Cargo and his film recruiting
crew which probably no one can
deny. The Governor, if I remember
correctly, even got his mug in the act
with a one-line bit part.
But imagine if Warner Brothers
filmed our Chief Ham's four
momentous (or stupendous, if you
wish) years in the governor's seat.
Now imagine choosing a title ...
"Hello, this is Otto Deringer
calling from the Warner Brothers
Studios in Hollywood. I'd like to
speak with the Governor. Oh? He's

N

"

"s~~ ·n~~~. ··s~~~~ iJ~;s· i~· M~y·

"W~Ii; -~~-.~~. th~~ght. ~r·

in conference with the lower
southwestern Tierra Amarilla County
Republican chairman? Yes, I'll
wait...
"Hello, Dave? Otto here."

"

Y~ah, he's nowhere in the picture.
We still haven't decided whether to
use the Chama fishing trip scene or
not. . . Yes, I know, but it's either
that or 20 minutes of special effects
of the UNM strike."

"

" . .' . .. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

''Fine, great. Say, we're almost
done with the editing... You mean
when the President was in
Albuquerque? Yes, we managed to
get Andy blocked out of the picture
as much as we could ... Who? Pete?

...........•..•••••.•.••.•• !''
"Yeah, well maybe we can work
out something later, Dave. But I
called you about titling this thing.
We're having a little trouble. What do

PCB Pollutants Insidious. Deadly
Accidentally Spread Through Smokestacks, Industrial Waste, Pesticides

?~'

;The

E

Misfit' and 'FLOP,' ha, ha. Sorry,
Dave. But what you want to go in
the film doesn't offer us too much of
a title range. In fact, 'Republican
Politics in New Mexico: A Brief
Synopsis' is all we could think of. If
nothing else, it could be a good
training film for young New Mexican
GOP politicians!"
"?!?!?!?!!!!!"
"O.K. Dave, we'll let you have the
500 feet of film you like and we'll
use the 5000 feet of film we like, so
you might as well kiss-off the Senate
again in '72!"

w
By JOHN HAMER
College Press Service
.Come the Silent Spring, when
life on earth is dying and helpless
man asks why, the names of those
chemicals, pesticides and
synthetics he has poured into his
environment for the sake of
"progress" will come back to
haunt him.
Along with DDT, mercury,
parathion and other deadly
substances, the autopsy of earth
will reveal another compound
whose recently-detected effects
are widespread, chronic and
insidious.
This latest chemical infiltrator
is PCB, which stands for
polychlorinated biphenyls, a
special class .of compounds with a
great variety of household and
indus trial uses.
Like DDT, the PCB compounds
contain chlorine, hydrogen and
carbon. Also like DDT, they are
not soluble in water, are resistant
to oxidation, they accumulate in
fatty tissues and are extremely
persistent in the environment.
Leakage
The major difference between
the two is that DDT has been
distributed deliberately, as a
pesticide; the spread of PCB has
been accidental, arid no one
knows exactly how it happens,
where leaks occur nor how much
escapes.. But in the past four
years, scientists have detected
PCBs in fish, birds, water, trees,
sediment and-inevitably-in
human fat and mothers' milk.
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' ... And If I Say Ramsay Clark Is A Jellyfish, He's A Jellyfish And That's That!'
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Letter From Hanoi Students
Letters:
Faculty Support
To the Editor:
Your editorial for Nov. 18,
concerning the faculty action
defeating the proposal to create a
faculty senate carries the implication
that those who opposed the ·creation
of a faculty senate did so to prevent
a student voice and vote in
University governance.
We, as principal speakers in
opposition to a faculty senate, wish
to make absolutely clear that this
was n.ot the reason for our
opposition. We are strongly in favor
of a student voice and vote in faculty
meetings and throughout University
governance. We are ready to join in
any effort with GSA and ASUNM to
gain this end. We are ready to
introduce and support with all our
energy a motion to this end in
faculty meeting. We reiterate our
position for the absolute necessity of
a student voice and vote in
University governance. Our aim in
defeating the senate proposal was to
preserve participatory democracy for
all. We hope and believe students
should be included. We invite your
cooperation in action.
Paul F. Schmidt
Marion Cottrell
GiiMerkx
Joe Fashing
Hubert Alexander

(Note: Following is a letter
received by the Canadian Union of
Students from the Vietnam National
Union of students in Hanoi. The
letter urges circulation and analysis
of the new peace initiative of the
Provisional Revolutionary
Government (PRG) presented by
Nguyen Thi Binh at the 84th session
of the Paris conference, Sept. 17,
1970. It is especially relevant in view
of America's renewed bombing of
North Vietnam.)
Dear Friends:
As you have already known, on
Sept. 17, 1970, at the 84th session
of the last Paris conference, in order
to make the conference progress
toward a political settlement of the
Vietnam problem, Nguyen Thi Binh,
minister for foreign affairs of the
PRG, of the Republic of South
Vietnam (RSVN) explained a
number of points in the 10-point
overall solution (released May 8,
1969).
We would like to ask you to help
us make a wide diffusion of that new
initiative from the PRG of the
RSVN. We have here some
considerations on two fundamental
questions as were stressed upon by
Nguyen Thi Binh:
The first question concerns the
withdrawal of U.S. troops from
South Vietnam. On that matter,
President Nixon's stand is extremely
reactionary. He has urged that both
sides should withdraw their troops,
refused to put forth a time limit for
the withdrawal, laid down the policy
of Vietnamization of the war. He has
thus pursued the policy of carrying
out U.S. troops in dribblets and
dragging on the withdrawal of U.S.
troops and usurping for himself the
right to stop withdrawing troops at

any time he wants, and to withdxaw
only one part of the troops, while an
important one will remain to occupy
South Vietnam for a long time. That
stand shows Nixon's designs to
withdraw from a position of strength
to withdraw upon certain conditions
which are actually impossible to be
realized. Therefore, such a stand will
inevitably prolong the war.
The Vietnamese people's stand
regarding that question is very clear:
in order to put an end to the U.S.
war of aggression, the aggressive
troops should withdraw; the
Vietnamese people will never accept
a solution to the Vietnam problem

on the basis of putting on an equal
footing the aggressors and the people
who resist aggression.
The explanation by Nguyen Thi
Binh at the question of U.S. troop
withdrawal has shown clearly the
principled position as well as the
good will, the correct, logical and
sensible attitude of the South
Vietnam Republic PRG. It
constitutes a correct solution to the
question of U.S. troop withdrawal,
thus creating possibilities for the
Paris conference to get out of the
present deadlock.
The second fundamental question
concerns "the Vietnamese people's~
right· to self-determination." On that
·matter Nixon has time and again

clamored for that-the only thing
which could not be negotiated is the
right of the South Vietnamese
people to decide by themselves
their own future without foreign
interfe'l:ence. Such high-sounding
words only mean that the White
House intends to maintain in power
the Thieu - Ky - Khiem
administration and claims for the
latters the right to organize the
general elections, and that such
elections would be organized by U.S.
fascist henchmen, at the bayonets
and guns of over one million U.S.
and satellite troops, mercenaries,
policement and spies of the present
Saigon administration, with a view to
setting up a new U.S. tool
administration. Nixon's claims to
respect the right to
self-determination of the South
Vietnam people is in its essence a
scheme to oppose that very right to
self-determination.
Friends, as regards that question,
you have certainly known the
Vietnamese people's stand, which
had been clearly expressed at the
Paris conference. This time, it has
been stressed upon by Nguyen Thi
Binh as a correct, logical and
reasonable stand which at the same
time conforms to the present
situation in South Vietnam. In order
to let the free and democratic
general elections to appoint a
National Assembly, a board
provisional eoalition government
should be set up including three
components in order to carry out a
policy of national concord, ensure
the people's democratic freedom,
pursue a foreign policy of peace and
neutrality.
For the Vietnam National Union
of Students, Do Van Hien.

In the United States PCB's are
manufactured solely by the
Monsanto Company and sold
under the trade name "Aroclor."
They are also made by chemical
companies in Europe and Japan.
The unique qualities of PCBs
make them useful as flame
retardants, insulating fluids,
plasticizers and coating
compounds, Consequently, they
may appear in a bewildering
variety of consumer products,
such as floor tile, flourescent·
lights, printer's ink, brake linings,
swimming pools, automobile-body
sealants, asphalt, adhesives,
melded plastics, polyester film,
paraffin, paints, carbonless copy
paper, window envelopes,
imitation gold leaf, varnishes,
waxes, ceramic pigments,
synthetic rubber and
water-repellant canvas for
camping equipment.
Coolant Fluids
Industrial applications of PCB's
include coolant fluids in
transformers, capacitors and
askarel·type transformers,
hydraulic fluids, specialized
lubricants, gasket sealers,
electrical wiring, heat transfer
agents and machine tool cutting
oils,
In addition, the Monsanto
technical sales bulletin
recommends mixing PCB's with
chlorinated insecticides to act as a
vapor suppressant and sticking
agent, so the insecticide may·
maintain its "kill-life" on hard
surfaces for as long as three
months.
With all of these uses, it is little
wonder that PCBs are released
into the environment in persistent
forms, which can be distributed
widely over the earth in water and.
air currents. Scientists have cited
five chief ways in which PCB's get
into the environment:
-=-From the smokestacks of the
Monsanto plants (in Sauget, Ill.,
and Anniston, Ala.) where
Aroclor is manufactured, from the
stacks of plants which

i
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about its emission-monitoring
efforts.
Effects
Inhalation of PCB's in
sufficient quantity produces ,
nausea, vomiting, loss of weight,
shortness of breath, lowered red
blood cell count, loss of libido,
and inhalation of carbohydrate
metabolism.
But like so many other
environmental hazards, the
dangers of acute toxicity of PCBs
are probably less than the threat
of chronic, long-term, low-level
exposure, which cannot be
measured or, so far, controlled.
There have been no experiments
as yet to learn chronic PCB effects
on humans, but several studies
have produced disturbing evidence
of their effects on animals.
The initial discovery of. PCB's
in the environment, in 1966, was
made by Swedish scientist Soren
Jensen, who identified PCB's in
the bodies of 200 pike taken from
different areas of Sweden, in
other fish, and in the body of an
eagle.
El McCune, of the University of
Missouri, discovered by accident
that PCBs have a toxic effect on
chickens. When chickens began
dying after a feeding house was
freshly painted, careful research
showed that the toxic factor was
Aroclor 1242, a binding
ingredient in the epoxy paint.
Wild Fowl
Perhaps the most extensive
research on PCBs has been done

(please turn to page 5)

Laird
Defends Action
.
Of U.S. Force in Raid~

0
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manufacture products containing
Aroclor, and from European and
Japanese PCB plants.
-From other forms of
industrial waste, such as leakage
of hydraulic fluids from
supposedly ''closed systems,"
which are seldom leak-proof.
-Gradual wear and weathering
of products (such as asphalt)
containing Aroclor which may
cause PCBs to be slowly released
in the form of vapor or particles
into the atmosphere.
-From products containing
PCB which are thrown out as
trash and eventually end up being
burned in city dump·s or
incinerators, releasing PCBs in the
form of highly toxic fumes.
(Carbonless copy paper, paints
and many plastics, for example,
are commonly burned.)
-And finally, through
PCB-containing pesticides.
Japan's Poisonings
The acute effects on human
beings of high dosages of PCBs are
evident from a series of poisonings
in Japan in 1968, in which more
than 10,000 people were affected.
The outbreaks involved a high
number of miscarriages and
stillbirths among pregnant women
and abnormally dark skin
pigmentation in infants. Poisoning
victims suffered from chloracne, a
condition of severe pimples and
pustules common with PCB
exposure, and several cases
showed symptoms of jaundice and
liver damage.
Levels of exposure for workers
in Aroclor plants have been set by
the American Conference of
Governmental Industrial
Hygienists, but members of the
0 i I, Chemical and Atomic
Workers union have consistently
had trouble getting industries to
enforce occupational standards.
Monsanto refused to answer a
written request from
"Environment" magazine to
describe its control measures for
PCB levels in the plant
atmosphere, and was evasive

University carpenters build a
small bar for small kids that will
hopefully be finished by New
Year's Eve. The only question
remaining is whether or not the
kids will be able to use it on
Sundays.

\
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A&S Students Will Vote
On Referendum Proposals
The Arts and Sciences (A&S) Student Advisory Board
decided Tuesday evening to present a referendum to A&S
students concerning group requirements.
Phil Crump, student representative from the sociology
department and board chairman, divided the body's
membership into four groups which will try to compose three
or four group - requirement proposals. The proposals, Crump
said, would "probably" be presented to the A&S students
before Christmas in the form of a referendum. A major part
of each propoSal will probably concern the four - semester
language requirement.
A&S Dean Nathaniel Wollman also explained to the board
a proposal from A&S Faculty Committee II which outlines a
new four-year, individual- oriented program of study. The
new curriculum he said- would accommodate 200 freshmen
and takes a "thematic" approach to a bachelors degree.

By JOHN HALL
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Defense secretary Melvin R. Laird,
denying .an intelligence
breakdown, said Tuesday only a
"camera that can see through the
roofs of buildings" could have
warned U.S_ officials that the
weekend raid for American
prisoners ncar Hanoi would be
fruitless.
Nevertheless, Laird told a
nationally televised hearing of the
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee that the "risk was
worth it." To relatives of
American POW's, he said, "This
shows we care."
Laird conceded that American
captives in North Vietnam might
be "guarded more closely" now,
as a result of the commando raid.
But if the communists attempt to
retaliate, "It would be my duty to
recommend strong
counter-measures."
Despite a year of careful
planning and a month of secret
nighttime practice landings in a
mockup of the Son Tay Prison
Camp 23 miles from Hanoi, Laird
said, the best available intelligence
could not make it certain the
mission would be a complete
success.
"These men knew full well
there was a chance there would be
no one in the camp," he said.
But, he added, "I felt the risk
was worth it" to try to bring some
Americans out of captivity. "The
risks they go through each day is a
major risk," he said.
"We could not ignore the fact
that our men were dying in
captivity_"
Accordingly, he said, he
recommended to President Nixon
early Friday morning that Army
Green Beret and Air Force
volunteers carry out the rescue
missions for which they had been
secretly training since Aug. 20.
The United States had access,
he said, to ''the best intelligence
we could possibly have had,"
although none of its aerial

photographs ever showed
A me.ri can prisoners on the
grounds of the Son Tay
compound.
He said the North Vietnamese
let prisoners out for exercise only
as a "spPcial treat," sometimes on
holidays.
Other administration officials
said Tuesday that the raiding
party had hoped to rescue from
Son Tay between 30 and 40 of
the 458 Americans which Laird
said were captive in North
Vietnam.
The United States has no
intelligence men on the ground in
North Vietnam, he said, and "no
camera has ever been constructed
that could go through a roof ... I
hope we can develop a camera
that will actually sight right into
the cells."
Laird insisted that "security
was not compromised in any
way" that would have warned the
North Vietnamese of the raid in
advance, "There was no detection
of the raid until one minute
before landing," he said.
Laird said a full-scale model of
the Son Tay compound was
constructed in South Vietnam for
nighttime practice landings by the
rescue team volunteers.
l•'or security reasons, the
practice compound was
dismantled every day and set up
again at night so the communists
could not foil the plan by"''
photographing it from the air, he
said.
"We looked over all of the
suspected POW camps," Laird
said, "and of all the areas this was
the only camp where there was an
area surrounding it where it was
possible for us to make a
landing."
Asked whether the raid might
have jeopardized the lives of the
estimated 1500 U.S. servicemen
held captive or listed as missing in
North Vietnam, Laird said that
the "lives of our servicemen held
in captivity .are in danger every
day."

§

ROTC Allowed to Wear Beards

'Campaign GM' Once Again to Haunt General Motors

E

Navy Dept. Directive Affects UNMStudents

'·

How do you tell a ROTC
student from the rest of the
students? There was a time when
short han: and a clean shaven face
was a give away but not any more.
Navy and Air Force ROTC
students are growing mustaches
and, in the case of the Navy,
beards as well.
Capt. Kenneth Brown of Navy
ROTC said the new regulations
are based on new directives from
the Navy Department in
Washington which allowed regular
Navy personnel to grow
mustaches and beards, but keep
them trimmed and neat.
The directive reads,

specified.
Brown said the new regulations
also allow "clean, neat working
uniforms or dungarees" to be
worn to work by the regular Navy
but since the ROTC student only
wears his uniform once a week
and "dungarees are hardly officer
candidates' uniforms" the policy
will remain that all students must
wear the specified dress every
Tuesday as before.
Lt. Col. Alfred Norton of the
Air Force ROTC, "Last year
students were allowed to grow
mustaches as long as they were
not the long handle bar type." He
said this policy was one of the
ways the service was trying to
change to meet the needs of the
modern student on the campus
today.
So watch out for who you call
a long hair, it might be a member
of the armed forces.

"Moverover, all personnel
undergoing basic training such as
midshipmen, officer candidates
and other recruits must, of
necessity, be considered in a
special category to which many of
the above policies do not apply
and for which special guidance
applies."
Brown has liberally interpreted
this section to mean at this time
all students in the program may
grow sideburns down to the lobe
of the ear and grow mustaches
and beards, as long as they are
neat and clean. Hair on top of the
head must remain three inches
long as the old regulations

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

~
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WASHINGTON (CPS)Campaign GM is back for Round
II in its battle to make General
Motors responsible.
Campaign GM, the offshoot of
the Project Corporate
Responsibility (PCR) devoted to
haunting GM until it becomes
responsive to those it affects,
announced plans this week of
taking on GM Board of Directors.
Maintaining that corporate
sh archolders, consumers, dealers
and employes have no effective
voice in corporate decisions or
directions that directly affect
them, Round II will focus on
restructuring the decision-making
processes presently locked in the
secret sanctums of GM's iso)ated
Board of Directors.

i
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Lobo photos by Chuck Feil

Earth Week

Worship Schedule
LUTHERAN

The third week in April has
been designated earth week and
for those interested in helping to
save what's left of Mother Earth
the Students for Environmental
Action have established a
headquarters at 1417 Central SE.

Underground Newspapers

EPISCOPAL

at 9:30a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
Wednesday and St. Days, 12:30 p.m.
The Rev. William Crews.
at Canterbury Chapel
425 University NE
po; ;

MARK OF EXCELLENCE

!

·LUTHERAN&
EPISCOPAL

at 11:00 a.m.
The Rev. Richard Elliott

GM
--

CHICAGO (CPS)- Several
years ago people were surprised
that underground papers and
student movements were
beginning to appear in high
schools. Then the movement

P. Onllrmtine & Sons, Newark, Now Jornoy

Three Proposals
Phillip Moore, Campaign GM
coordinator, presented three
proposals, already on their way to
Chairman of the Board James
Roche, which would:
-require the General Motors
proxy to list shareholder
nominees for director and
management employes;
-expand the corporation's
decision-making base by
permitting GM constituencies
(employees, dealers and
consumers) to participate in the'
election of Directors;
-provide shareholders and
constituencies with the minimum
information they need to
effectively judge whether or not
management is meeting its public
responsibilities.
At present, election of GM
management is as it is in most
other big corporations: a charade.
The management picks its slate of
candidates and sends it out to the
shareholders in the form of a
proxy statement. They fill in the
blanks and send it back in. As
Moore put it, "There is no debate,
no campaign, no contest."
Proxy Candidates
Proposal No. 1 would force GM
to Jist both management and

Kiva Club 'Flap' Premiere
Nets $1000 for Center

reached some junior highs and
administrators really began to
worry. Now, there is an
underground paper put out by
elementary school students.
The paper, name "The Eye," is
published by a group of students
at Philip Rogers school on
Chicago's far North Side. It
currently has a circulation of 500,
sold at a dimt• each. The
eight-page paper includ<>s anti-war
poetry, comics, and a story
criticizing the school for putting
in a new intercom system for
getting messages around." There
are also articles about restrictions
on the use of restrooms and
stairways,
Of course, underground papers
aren't any more popular in the
elementary schools than they are
in the high schools, and school
officials have already "spoken to"
some of the students responsible
for the paper. However, 'the
students are not going to be
intimidated, and are now planning
future issues of "The Eye."

Last Thursday night's premiere
of the locally-filmed movie
"Flap" netted the Kiva Club
$1000. The proceeds will be used
to renovate the Native American
Studies Center.
Appearing at the premiere were
star of the film Anthony Quinn
and producer Jerry Adler.
Entertainment included
presentations by the Albuquerque
Intertribal Pow Wow Club and the
Institute of American Indian Art
in Santa Fe.
Although the benefit showing
of the film proved to be
beneficial, Richard Wilson,
director of the Native American
Studies Program said, less than
half of the 7 00 reserved tickets
were sold. "We bought 700 seats
for $2.60 each. 200 seats were
reserved for out of town
executives and the working press,
but a lot of local politicians got
these seats. We sold less than half

A Fairy Tale
(for Capitalists)

of the seats we bought."
Several weeks before the
premiere, Warner Bros. and Gov.
David Cargo had been talking
about asking $100 a ticket, Wilson
added. "The fact that people were
unwilling to spend $10 a ticket
proves that most of them were
just paying lip-service to the
whole idea."
Warner Bros. didn't help the
sales either, said Wilson, "The
event was exploited by the movie
company. They filmed all the
pre-movie entertainment for
usable advertising footage."
A Jot of the tickets were given
away to and
the Albuquerque
Indian
School
to the Institute
of
American Indian Art in Santa Fe.
"Reactions to the controversial
film ranged from 'indifference' to
'enthusiasm'. "The movie wasn't
as offensive to the Indian
community as others have been. "

CARAVELLE®

There once was a big empty
room downstairs in the Union.
It lay beyond the ilea of pool
tabl<>s and was very incons]licuons. It was called the Lobo
l{oom. One day a big com]lany
filled the room with machines
that almost anyone could put
money in and get all sorts of
treats out of. Hut no one used
th<> machines, so thl.' company
(called Hervomat) det:ided to
give $50 to the person who
thought up the most eatchy
name for the room. ('l'hcy fig.
ured more pco]lle would use the
room if the room had a catchy
name.) If you know a clever
narnl.' for th<> room, put it on a
Jlil'ce of paJJer with your name,
your student J.l). number, and
soml' way to g<'t a hold of you.
Leave your entry in the suggestion box at tlte East entrauc<> to thl.' Union beforl.'
12:00 noon on Thursday; Dec.
3. Isn't this a nice story?

by8ULOVA
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National Bible Week COmmittee
P.O. Box 1170, Ansonia Station
New York, New York 10023
Good. I'm sending you one dollar.
Please send me one Bible.

...
...................

.
'

.•.
: .................. .

NAME-----.---------------------ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

..

CITY'----- STATE-ZIP·---

3oth Annual National Bible Week, November:22-29, 1970. An

Page· 2::

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505.)
277-4102, 277·4202

look tubo rMbs tbe faiblt•
It can make things work for you.
It's that kind of book.
Read your Bible. You'll see.
If you don't have a Bible of your own,
we'll se.nd you one for a dollar.
·Hard cover and everything.
•
Just one should do it.
•
.•
The Bible lasts a long time.

lnt~~alth effort.
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The New Mexico Lobo is
published dally every regular week
ot the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second claus postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo are
thou of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion Is that 'of the
editorial, board of The Lobm
Nothing necessarily represents the
views of the Auoclated Students or
the University of New Mexico.
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the May proxy statement. Should
GM not do this, Moore said, PCR
would take them before the
Securities and Exchange
Commission.
Proposals one and two could
conceivably be implemented this
year. Because however, the
implementation of two involves a
redefinition of the present
corporate structure, it is not even
anticipated as a possibility until
the election of 1972.
Though attempts in Round I to
broaden the perspective of GM
Board of Directors failed, Moore
describes it as an "immense
victory."
"Our purpose then was to
awaken the public, so we raised
issues. Now we are suggesting
specific areas of reform, for which
there is a new consciousness
among institutional shareholders."
Last year, the Campai!!n for
Corporate Responsibility
concentrated heavily on
institutions such as universities
which both hold shares in GM and
train the next generation of the
corporate elite.

GM
MARK OF EXCELLENCE

{@uartern
iltnrnuut
iGtqunrn
905 Yale SE
It really is a.
Discount Store!
Coors 12 oz. cans
1 .06 6 pk. cold
4.19 case warm

§UGAR §lEiACK CLEANER§
Students, we get your clothes "sweet 'n' clean"

Close- 109 Yale S.E.

Convenient-8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Dry Cleaning-30c/lb.
Students....
We're Open Friday and Saturday
For Your Convenience
Get Your Dry Cleaning
Done Over the Long Weekend

.8 a.rn.-6 p.m.

~~su~b~m~i~tt~e~d~b~yish~ar~e~h~o~ldie~r~P~CiR~i~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Han

popejOy

and the Sandia Kiwanis Club
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TRAVEL & ADVENTURE
with

FRANK HIBBEN
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non-management candidates on
the proxy. Nominations by
management would be as it has
been in the past. Nomination by
shareholders would be by
petition. As few as 100
shareholders could submit
nominations for management and
these names would be listed along
with GM nominees,
alphabetically, on the ballot. The
PCR owns 12 shares of GM stock.
Proposal No. 2 would permit
GM's 794,000 employees, as well
as countless GM dealers and
consumers to participate in the
selection of three of the
company's directors. Each
constituency would hold a special
election, in which it would select
one director, subject to
shareholder ratification. At
present these constituencies have
virtually no participatory role in
GM decision making, other than
building their $24.2 billion annual
revenues.
'Hard Statistics'
Proposal No. 3 requires GM to
publish in its annual report hard
statistics of concern to both
shareholders and the public: air
pollution control, automobile
safety, and minority hiring. In the
past GM has refused to make
public this information.
Campaign GM has as yet had no
direct contact with GM directors
about their proposals.
They need three percent of
shareholders voting to get
shareholder nominations in the
proxy statement for this year's
May el(lction. Last year, when
they attempted to get Betty
Furness, Rene Du Bois and Rev.
Channing Phillips in as three new
additions to the Board of
Directors who would concern
themselves with the social
consequences of the Board's
decisions, Moore estimated that
they received between 2. 7 and 2.8
percent of the votes. This year, he
feels, they should have no
problem.
If, however, they do not
succeed, GM is compelled to
include the proposals-as
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Buying a cheap watch is like buyiog a mule.
when it comes time to service it, you're out of
luck. Caravcllc is au INEXPENSIVE watch
sold and serviced the world around.

Tonight 7:3oP.M.

g;~UT/.IrC6-~~

Faculty-Staff $1.25-Students $1.00

JEWELERS

Tel. 2.77-312 I

. , ; ; «:The Unusual as Usual"
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To Aid Disaster Victims

Campus Briefs

Pakistanis Colle·ct Relief Funds
Donations for victims of the American Bank of Commerce.
Ali said donations can be made
East Pakistan disaster will be
collected from 9 to 5 today in the by mailing checks made out to the
Union lobby at a table set up by East Pakistan Relief Fund to any
the East Pakistan Relief Fund.
office of the American Bank of
The fund was established earlier Commerce as well as in the Union
this month by a group of four today. The fund, Ali said, will be
Pakistani students in cooperation in operation until Dec. 18.
with the International Center,
The group would prefer cash
Basharat Ali, the group's contributions, but will accept
spokesman said.
donations in the form of goods,
Ali described the fund raising Ali said. The local Chapter of the
operation as "very successful" and American Red Cross is
said UNM students were discouraging the donation of food
"responding beautifully." By or clothing in its relief operation
Monday night, Ali said, they had because of the high cost of
$470 in the fund's account at the shipping, Fred Moeller, a Red
Cross representative said.
In a related action, the College
Press Service reports a group of 70
i~e
~IJniteb
students enrolled in the
Associated Colleges of the
rc.sb\'tetian
Midwest (a group of 12 colleges in
ll 1
~~hurch
the Chicago area) have issued a
~~
Worship Servke 9:30
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call to UN Secretary General U
Thant to call upon the United
States, North and South Vietnam,
and Cambodia to proclaim an
immediate 30-day cessation of
military activities for the purpose
of directing all their energies to
helping the Pakistan disaster
victims,
"Regardless of how you feel on
the war, both sides could stop and
do some good," said Jeff Bork,
spokesman for th:e students.
"How could the United States
turn this down." he asked.

Dorm Committee
A committee has been formed
between the Residence Halls
Council (RHC) and ASUNM to
institute coed dorms for next
year. Students have also been
working for 24-hour visitation in
the men's dormitories.

College Club
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.

ROBIN'S GIFT'S

Westminster Building
Nursery Available
823

Copper Ave. NE ot Locust NE

GRINDERS - Fine
ltallaR !ilaRd\•IICiles

Try Our

IIID Harvard S.E.

243-6369

Christmas Song Fest
· Applications are now being
taken for groups who wish to be
in the Song Fest for Christmas of
1970 sponsored by Las Campanas.
All groups must have their
applications in the Las Campanas
mail box upstairs in the Union not
later than noon, Saturday, Nov.
28.

Concert
The second concert of the
UNM Orchestra, conducted by
Kurt Frederick, will be given on
Tuesday, Dec. 1, at 8:15 p.m. in
Popejoy Hall.
The program will include a
performance by cellist Joanna De
Keyser.

Oviedo Program
Persons interested in applying
for UNM's new summer session
programs at Oviedo, Spain or
Guadalajara, Mexico, should
contact the International Services
Offices at 1717 Roma as soon as
possible.

University Band

'Round The World
Gift's Unusual
Black Lights
3312 Central N.E.

The University band will hold
its first rehearsal, Monday, Nov.
30 at 3:30 p.m. in the fine arts
building, room M-17.
MP.mbership is open to all

Things could be·
If you iust wait a ",...,J'~·~aE~~j·:·i!:_";:.: . .

~·

students. Music performed
includes Broadway tunes,
marching music and light classical
pieces. A few instruments are
available for rental from the music
department for students who do
not have instruments.

Scholarship Renewals

Keil Lecture
UNM geologist Kaus Keil will
speak to a meeting of Sigma
Gamma Epsilon, the geology
honorary society, today at 4 p.m.
in the geology building, room
116.
Keil is director of the
University's Institute of
Mateoritics and has worked with
returned Apollo 11 and 12 moon
samples over the past year and
one-half. His talk will center on
the mineralogy, petrology and
chemistry of the Apollo 11 and
12 rocks.
The discussion is free and open
to all interested persons.

Health Scholarships

Class Change
The Free University class "Class
Struggle in America" has been
moved to room 250-A in Uw
Union.
,:·-

.•

. ::,, .

Water Safety

·.·•.
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A course to provide
certification for water safety
instructors will be offered at the
Sandia Base Olympic Pool
between 7 and 10 p.m. beginning
Dec. 1.
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Mento! Retofdation,
Woshins}on, D.C.
\.
·•··.
:
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Colleges and universities must
address themselves more
effectively to "relevant problems
of our times and to better ways of
carrying on the teaching - learning
process," or they will cease to
exist, UNM's academic vice
president warned Tuesday, Nov.
24, in a speech at Carlsbad.
Speaking to a luncheon meeting
of the Lions Club and Carlsbad
area alumni of UNM, Chester
Travelstead said that if higher
education doesn't face up to the
challenge "colleges and
universities as we now know them
wili disappear and be replaced by
institutions set up by society
which will serve youth in better
ways."
"In its best sense, a university is
a 'condition which assures to both
faculty and students freedom to
search, freedom to question,
freedom to decide for themselves
their individual positions on

Scholarship renewal
applications for Semester II of the
1970-71 academic year are due
Dec. 1. Students may pick up
renewal applications at the
Students Aids Office, building
Y-1.

Two $2 50 scholarships for
juniors majoring in health
education have been established
by the Wadsworth Publishing
Company.
Scholarship applications for the
19 71-7 2 school year may be
obtained from Ella May Small,
Johnson Gym, room 182.

Last year the
mentally retarae~.a irif'·tfti~:Cj',tiit.~ 1!.5llt~~~

Maybe you don't wont to wait. M~•Yhi~:~·6~'ft~i~~~~;~~~);8\':;:·····
something oboui mental relc~r<~dtiatlt.n~rw•..;:
before it happens in youd.:Jmily.
And don1t be so sure 11 ton't,
. minVtEI&
d child is born whose mind won't (.!row imcugh.
Bvt you don't hove to sit by ond hope 'it won't ho?pen to
yov. You ~:em do ~omethlng about il. Y.oitt:an help · ·
buck a trend.
•;
Yov con !.lort by read ins a booklet ihottelt~ you what
menttJI retardation is and what it is noi. 'iou o:;on learn
from this booklet how mental ret-ardation co;u1 be prevented,
what progress medkol science has made
ogoinst if and how the retarded con be helped to~
live useful lives.
And you wnlearn how yov tdn help
your communitydo whet needs doing for
the retarded.
You owe it to yourself, your fomily o
your community to gef this free
booklet now. Addres>i
•
The President's

l

,UNM Official Urges .
otympta
Re-evaluatiort and Reform RestauRant
& loun(je

....

Listen for
the sounds
of love ...
Where do you hear them?
In a plea for help from
someone who needs it? In a
dialogue between students and
the Establishment? In a talk
session for a marriage-on-therocks? At a Catholic Mass
conducted in an Episcopal
Church?
You'd be surprised.
The sounds of love are
everywhere -- anyone can
hear them. If they listen.
The Paulists listen. But,
like everything in life, the
things that matter most arc
the hardest.
It isn't easy being a Paulist.
llut then, the best things in
life never arc.
If you arc interested in
more information about the
Paulist priesthood, write to:

'

STRANGELY ENOUG
AIR \~AS ONCE
A COMBINATION
OF GASES •••

PCBs Found
(continued from page 1)
by Robert Risebrough of the
Institute of Marine Resources,
University of California at
Berkeley. Risebrough has taken
samples from peregrine falcons,
seagulls, brown pelicans,
cormorants, herons, petrels and
terns in San Francisco Bay, San
Diego Bay, the Farllon and
Anacapa Islands off the California
coast and in Baja California. All of
his samples have shown traces of
PCBs, and some amounts have
been as large as 1980 parts PCB
per million parts of body fat in
the birds sampled.
What are the effects of PCBs of
wildfowl? The close similarity
between DDT and PCB suggested
ty might have similar
physiological effects, and some
research has confirmed this. David
Peak all of Cornell University
found that PCB stimulated
production of enzymes in pigeons
which broke down sex hormones
and intl.'fered with reproductive
cycles.
Very little data is available
about PCB's in people, Both
Swedish and British scientists have
reported finding them in samples
of human fat. They were first
documented in human milk by
two scientists at Colorado College
in Colorado Springs. Then
Risebrough measured PCB in a
series of mothers' milk samples
from Berkeley and Los Angeles.
Every sample contained both
DDT and PCB, but it was
impossible to tell how much of
the PCB in humans derived from
food and how much was absorbed
by the lungs from the air.
Last April, the dangers of PCB
were called to public attention by
Rep. William F. Ryan, Democratic
Congressman from New York,
who asked for action from various

LOCATIONS
look for the orange bldg.

Hoffmantown Shopping
Center
Tapes from.

$1.00 to $5.77

Complete 1·ecordinu, re]Jai1'

however, the manufacturing
companies have 30 days before
they must stop shipping the
products in interstate commerce.
If they appeal the order, even thi.s
mild restriction is lifted, and the
company can continue to
produce, ship, and sell the
cancelled products during the
lengthy process of appeal.
Furthermore, homeowners,
gardeners, farmers or others who
buy the products are free to use
them in any way.
The FDA, in response to
Ryan's request for labeling,
Dept. of Agriculture
merely promised to study the
Ryan's initiati V('S met with · amounts and toxicity of PCB's in
mixed re1>ults. The Agriculture food. Even if cautionary labels are
Department replil'd that PCB implemented, the labels on
pesticides would be disco!ltinued containers have no binding force
and agreed to cancel registrations on the purchaser, and there is no
for such pesticides. Howevl'r, it guarantee that the products will
soon became apparent the not continue to be used in
"discontinue" and "cancel," in harmful ways_
federal-regulatory jargon, don't
Monsanto Reply
automatically result in the drastic
The Monsanto Company, in
and conclusive actions which the
response to Ryan's inquiries, first
words connote.
If Agriculture had chosen to responded with ambiguities and
"suspend" the pesticide refusals to provide details, such as
regulations, the suspension would a list of PCB uses, production and
have taken force immediately and sales figures. The company
Federal law would have stopped claimed, for example, that a
shipments of the products in complete list of PCB-containing
interstate commerce. Department products "would serve no useful
inspectors could also seize stocks non-political purpose."
But Ryan persisted, and in
of the products in interstate
commerce. Department inspectors June, Monsanto finally agreed to
could also seize stocks of the restrict the use of PCB's to
"closed-system applications,"
products in retail stores.
When the Agriculture Dept. such as transformers, capacitors
merely "cancels" a registration, and heat transfer fluids.

departments in the Nixon
administration and called upon
Monsanto to establish stricter
controls on PCB use.
Ryan asked the Department of
Agriculture to ban the use of
PCB-containing pesticides, called
for the Food and Drug
Administration to require proper
labeling of PCB products and to
study a possible complete PCB
ban, and requested that the
Department of the Interior take
steps to pro teet fish and wildlife
from the hazards of PCB's.

ANTONIO S.VIGIL

CjQ€€1<.
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appetizers • dinners
e salads • desserts
Servecl from 5 p.m. on

Also Steaks, Chops and
Seafood
Hours; Mo n.- Th urs., 7 a.m.· 8 p.m.
Fri. & So!., 7 a.m.·l o p.m.
344·4172 Cwner & chef John E. Athans
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'298-1828

B9 Winrock Center
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BARBARA

BRITTON

(iAY VIENEN
LOS GRINGOS!)

in

fFort~ Carats

And The
MexicanAmerican
Revolt

The Uproarious Broadway Hit

Adapted by

JAY AllfN

fmm aplay~ BARillET and GRfDY

atJtf= af t!Jat otkJr comedy smash, "Cactus Flower-

TV-Hill Publications
li:Jnbudo

!Dixon)

Phottl':

New Me~leo. B7o27

t505J

579 .. 4352

Staged ~y CHARlES

For Dealers: large Discounts
Vantage Press Inc. 120 West 31st Street NY, NY 10001

MARYAN

Based u~on ABf BURROWS sta~ng of the original New York ~roduction
Sunday Xmwmbn 29
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dinner

"GREAT FUN! ABREEZY, BEGUILING COMEDY."

P.O. !lox 26,

Room 114
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

G

Present

rwu I

256-7241
BankAmericard Master Charge

Daily Specials
• breokfost
• lunch

Tnr: Cm.Tt:RAL PROGRAM CoMMITIEE

mul in.<~tallation facilitieH.
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philosophical, social, political, and
economic Issues, freedom to
criticize, freedom to be wrong
without undue penalty, and
freedom to propose and help
implement new and different
solutions to problems facing
mankind," he said.
"A good university is also one
which helps its community, its
state, and its nation to identify
and solve the many problems
which they confront," Travelstead
continued.
He said the Regents must be
free to carry out their
Constitu tiona! mandate to
''man age and control" the
university.
"The Regents cannot-and
must not-attempt to lead the
institution by making it the victim
of every whim of every individual
or group choosing to express a

·00

rr A (f. Cau/.1 %Price
Tf'l. 277· 3121
Page 5

Catching Up: Letters to the Editor

Freshman-Varsity Tilt Tonight
Lobo basketball fans will get a
preview of the 1970·71 seas~m
tonight when the Lobo yars1ty
takes on the freshman m the
annual Varsity-Freshman
basketball game.
Tipoff is set for 8 p.m. at
University Arena with tickets now
n sa 1 e in the Johnson
0
Gymnasium ticket office. Tickets
are priced at $3 $2 and $1.
'

The varsity only returns three
members of the last season's
13·13 team while only two earned
letters last se;~son. All-WAC center
Willie Long returns along with
guard Peti.e Gibson. Rick Wright, a
reserve guard, completes the
roster of returning people. Long
rewrote the Lobo scoring record
book last seasqn when he became
the first Lobo ever to score better

.
.
.
.
Bhud:d:a'\5
... :::·:.:.:~·\(f;}/?1}

...···:.·
.· .·..

than 600 points in a season. Long
fin~shed his junior year >y"ith 621
pom_ts and a record settmg 23.8
sconng averag~.
.
The 5-8 G:Ibson had directed
coach Bob Kmg's offense ~or the
past two se~sons at. the pomt and
was the third leadmg scorer last
season with an 11.9. average.
The top can:didates for the
three other startmg spots appear
to be 6·4 junior college transfer
Harold Little, 6-7 juco Mike
Faulkner or the two leading
scorers off last year's frosh
team-6·7 John Johnson or 6·8
Mike Stewart. Little directed
Compton Junior College to a 33·0
season record and the California
Junior College championship.

SANDWICH SHOP

=
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I
I

i

OKIE'S

I

25+Different Sandwiches

lOc BEER

OPEN

Every Wed. 5-6 PM

Mon.-Sat. 11 A.M.-3 A.M.
Sun. 11 A.M.-1 A.M.

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

1600 Central SE
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Shashar Reply

'

Ir
II
I I

To the Editor:
Considering The Lobo review
of Michael Shashar's Friday night
speech, it would appear the deck
is hopelessly stacked against the
Arabs. They, too, should have,
but cannot afford, an advocate to
go around to all major U.S.
campuses in their's and justice's
behalf.
Shashar seems to overlook one
salient fact. Every inch of Israel
was acquired from the Arabs
most of it at the point of a gun:
For over 20 years the Palestinians
have been mocked
.
'
misrepresented and massively
violated. They suffered the
world's indifference to the crimes
inflicted upon them as some one
and one half million dispossessPd
Palestinian refugees will attest,
Looted out of tlu•ir land, shops,
homes and family inht>ritances,
they have vainly petitioned the
"civilized" world for redress. And
for this they have been kicked in
the teeth. Where was our "free
press" while this crime was being
perpetrated? Out there
championing the cause of world
Zionism.
Particularly gauling is Shashar's
shrugging off the Jewish
engendered Palestinian refugee
plight with the assertion: "Arab
countries aren't interested in
solving the refugee problem for
political reasons. "-They boot
these poor people out orf their
asses, confiscate what little they

I I'
I

I I
( I
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Central at Universi1y

FUN

To the Editor:
Parking lots are ugly. Green
space is beautiful. Even brown
sandy space is beautiful,
'
Already, UNM planners have
"paved Paradise and put in a
parking lot," When the day
comes, as it inevitably must that
the campus is closed to vehicular
traffic, I foresee work for a
generatio;t of laborers chopping
up and removing asphalt-but to
where? Shall we build another
Sandia Mountain?
Stumpf and McClintic have a
number of alternatives (possibly
not, however, viable); move nearer
the campus, walk, ride the bus,
car pool, or-all else failing-take
the $5 parking place!
Maggie Davis

I

FUN

FUN

\--~IS HERE AS OF NOV. I

Ugly Lots

!

FUN
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Equipment

StereoSonic

Invites you to take advantage of its
PRE-CHRISTMAS-CLOSE OUT SALE
Receivers

Tape Recorders
• Ampex 1467/AutoRev with Speak Was 449.00 Now 389.00
• Ampex 2100 UltroRev with Speak 499.00 Now 429.00
Concord MKJV AutoRev Deck Was 319.50 Now 299.50
Concord 1500 Stereo Deck Was 139.95 Now 119.50
3M Quod Recorder w/speokers Was 599.95 Now 529.00
3M 6150 Stereo Center Was 410.00 Now 339.00
• Norelco 450A Cossette Deck Wos !39.95 Now 99.95
Crown Cor Cassette Wos 99.95 Now 49.95
Pre-Re<:arded To es
S-Trock & Cassettes Were 6.98 Now 3.98
Used Equipment
• Mirocord 620 w/base, dust cover, & cartridge 109.00 Wos 160.00 New
KLH Dolby Recorder wos 249.00 New/Now I 89.00
Scott Compact w/Gcrrard changer 229.00 Now/was 329.00 New
• Pioneer Receiver w/Stereo J>re-amp. was 439.00 new Now 159.00
Bogen amp. 100 w I Was 169.00 new, yours for 109.00

SALE LIMITED TO IN-STOCK SUPPLY ONLY
Stop by and see the retailer who knows the
most about electronic equipment

I

Gymnasts Open Season
With Odessa Open Sweep

Lobo Picks .

While you're eating dinner tonight,
417people will die from starvation.

L
1. Don Burge and Michael Blake 43
10
2. RogerRuvolo
41
12
3. Andy Garmezy
40
13
4. Paul Fleck
36
17
Totals
180
42
The Lobo Picks staff moves into the basketball season next
staff will make choices on 121 games involving WAC teams.

Rockefeller University

JTAROLDW. BOSTROM, Vice Ptesident,
UOP Transportation F.quipment Graul)
MRS. ALIJER'I' D. LASKER
DR.IIAROLIJC. URHY, Nobel Laureate
1'1\ANK W. ABRAMS, former Chairman,
Sntndard Oil COmpany oC New Jersey
Til URMAN W. ARNOLD,
former Asslstnnl U.S. Attorney General
THOMAS D. CABOT, Chairman,
Cabot Corpora1ion,

JOHN COWLES, Chnhmon
Minnca:polisStnrand Tribune
.
GENERAL WILLIAM H; DRAPER, l:k.;

Cormcr Ambassndor tO NATO

Page 6

Univctjo;.ity o£ Chicago

JOSEPH WOOD KRUTC!l, Aulhor
MRS. CORDELIA S. MAY, Lou1·cf Foundation
FOWLER McCORMICK, former Chairman,
International Harvc3Lcr Co.
HUGH MOORB; Founder, Dixie Cup Cotnpnny
ALLAN NEVINS, President,
American Academy of Arts & Letters
DR.REINHOLDNIEDUHR1 ProfcssotEmeritus,
Union Theological SctnimU'Y

&

mnuutry il-~-{@ur
905 Yale SE

TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. AlSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892

'Joreign Car Specialisls

(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age R<>quired

333 Wyoming Blvd. ~E
265-!1901
Free Estimates

EROS

~

~

Illood Pl.:um1n DonorS Nocded!

,.

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Sc-No Limit
special roles for dissertations-required paper supplied free

,.

SIMMS BUILDING
247-4406

iinuu~r

Thanksgiving Specials

kopy korner

,.

{@JUrttdrr.a

2 P.M.-5 P.M. everyday

Repair & ~laintcnancc
on all foreign cars

other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

~
~

~
~

ADULT THEATRE
518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243·0033
Movie Continuous-lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, Bmm Film
Open 7 om to Midnite
Quarter ArcadeAdmission $4.00 (Movie)

, b...-..AAAAA..A.A.A..A. ..... A.A.A.AA.AAA.AA.A...A.AA..A .... AAAAA..A..A...~

Mt. Vesuvius erupted in 79
A.D. and buried Pompeii.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimtun ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days with
DQ changes the rate is reduced to 6c

per word and the minimum nmnbcr of
words to 10.
TERMS: PIIJ'ttlent mUBt be made in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalinm Building, Room
205, nftcrnoons preferably or mail.

Clnaaifled AdvertiRing
UNM 1'.0. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

1)
PERSONALS
' --

~--~-~--------

CIVIL WAit

NI~WSPAPimS

-

$1.8fi.

Nc\Vf!Jmpcrn nnd Antique maps -

free

lbt-. H·12·12ii4. 12/2

·-·---~~~

~,-~--- ~---~~-~~ -----·~~

I•;I,IJl.;RI,Y LADY NJ-i]>JDS IWOM nn<l
l1oard with a }latio for a r·,mn11 tlOOdle.

·-~~an day~_H42 .. 710~~ ~2/~-- ____ ~ _
l"R}i;g PUPS, A ('Ute mix<'d hr{•Nl. 7 whq
olil. ~4Z..UR12. 11/2G
---------··~...-=---· -~-----·~
ANYONg WllO PAID for Mirage '70 nnd

who Jives in to\vn should piclc up each
neet.ion n.nrl n l~over from rm. 205, Journa!Lm Illdg. before Dec. 1. Moiling ro;,..
:CundB upon request given in Rm. 205.
12/1

NEW Y);]ARS IN MEXICO CITY AND
ACAPULCO. "Special Students Uatcn."
I~eave December 27. Call 344-0545 • • •
243-4866 ••• 344-0931. 12/11

POETRY WANTED for cooperative nnthology. Include stamped envelope. Idl<>wild Press. 1807 Eust Olympio, Los Angcle!l, California 90021. 12/2
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
in by 3 p.m. to run the !ollowing dny,

2)

vw

LOST & FOUND

-:--KEY with blnclt hoar .on chnin found ..

Cun IJ(' (>]aimed in room 21l5, Journnli~:~rn
Bldrr. 12/3
IILUI-:-IILACK purse loot 11/17/70. Re·
ward. Call 277-H64. 12/2

I•'OUN£>:· SMAL~L~b-:-la:..c:::k::.:.s::cru--::fi:-y··,::-lo_g_,-p-art
Pc1dncsc~ l•~ricndly with rurly' tail, C"runpus
virlnity. Cnli 277·4202 after 5. 11/26
FOUND: llLACK RIMMED sunglasses in
multi-colored case. Claim in rm. 200,
_.J_o_ur~":li.sm Illdg, ll/2:.:G~-
l'OUND--.;mall brO\'V'Il terrier mutt wiU1
_-.~-·-·~--

l)(mt ('ar nnd no eollar. Very shy and
_fn_·c_n<!!Y· lllill llar_va_rd "Sl>).~ 11[=25:__ _
WALLET AND CHECK BOOK loot: reward: Need ID\c. Call 266·5070 for
Gordon. 11/:10
LOST: GOLD ~~------------earring. Call 877·5825 evenings. J,o;t November 12th. ll/30

SERVICES

SEWING-dressmaking, tailoring. alt.era..
tions. REASONABLE. Phone 877-4604.
Mrs. Rands. 12/2
4)

FORRENT

ROOM & BOARD for femal~. Priv"te b<droom-bathroom, $1GO. 296-o832. 11/25

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

5)

FORSALE

PORTABLE OLYMPIA typewriter in good
<'ondition with carryinrr case. 530-.- 2(18 ..
7·1Ul. 12/3
.
-~-- ·------1l>G5 GOO llSA. Good mndition-8400 or brol
~er. Cal! 243-00GG. Johll_ Tholl1pson. 12/2
HYBHJD l!IMAI.Y AN. Pereian 1cittens for
!'al~. l'ap('rs nnd Bbot.~. Cn.U after 5:00
pm. 242·1fi92. 12/2

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if some ad runs five or more consecutive times

$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

lu60-V\V t~<-1NVJ.~itTrilLI~.

s3~o:o-o~-.;~,t
offer. Run" ok. 842-1842. 12/1

with Gnrr,lnl rhntl~f'r, nmplifil"'r nnd four
f'Pcal~er tlY;~t<·m. Sl'i!J.tti; (•ad1. Abo m:l'({
f!on~o1e-::J. r~olid htat~, with HAlt ~lwn~E'r
nn!l four t·tflt•n1~r-r ~~·};tNn- Sii!I.B5 ('U('ll.

CLASSIFICATIONS:
I. Persona Is

5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ~--TIMES STARTING---

11 orms :wailahl<'l. nNrn;u FHI-JIGHT
SAtJl•;s. :m2n San Mateo N;;;. ll-:i Moll ..
Fri. Sat. until 6. 11/2~
·

~.....-~' ~i~~~
Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

I
!
'

LEVI DENIM BELL BOTTOMS

ENCLOSED$,_ _ __

Flairs Stripes Solids
Sizes ~6 to 4~

. ..

NEW: MEXICO LOBO

11130

Wy;m:

chines inay be inspected in warehouse at
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 3920 Snn

EMPLOYMENT

PLACED B Y - - - - -

RASHER NEEDED. 1705 Mesa. Vista NE.
Cnl! Eddie Sims nt 243-0066. 12/2
NEED EXTRA CASH for ChristmBB? Full
<>r pnrt-tfme work available for girls with
pleasant voices and who like talking on
phone. Call 243-5422. 11/SO

7)
~98·8~80

Eubank N.E.

sg.

MALE HELl' WANTED. Part time. Apply
in person. Der Weinerschnitzel. 4201 Central NE. 11/80
HELP WANTED-Male. Earn $90/wcekly.
Work three evenings nt1d Saturdays. For
interview phone 265-0101. 12-5 pm. only
12/2
.

I

~001

Tnt"'. $tl5. 216A Stanford

tJSED TV's-al! ;;iyJes. $11f";p·:~44l
ing NE. 255-5987. 12/11
8 NFJW ZIG ZAG Sewing Mnchines with
full factory gtla.rantee. Nationally advertised brand to be sold for $35 eacb.
Monthly payments nvnilablc. Thme mn·

6)
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Scripps•_Hownrd Newspapers

lir:!AD-s;· ri,- R..:-nOOTs- -(-~)~V~tt~:-~·M~

Mateo NE. 9-D Mon.-Fri. Sat. until G.

' I

I

•e

WASHINGTON (CPS)-Gollege
enrollment is expected to jump 50
per cent during the next 15 years,
according to census figures. Total
enrollment is expected to reach
approximately 11.5 million in
1985, compared to the current
7. 5 million. About half the
expected increase would be due to
increased population and half due
to an increased proportion of
young people going to college.

:i.mw DA11A(;}.;n COMPON~iNT- sgi,q

FRANCIS T. P. Pl.JMPTON,
former Atnbo!>sador t~tld Deput:r U.S. Rep.
to the United Nation~
ROCKEFEI.LHR l'RilNTK'E
ELMO ROPER, PuhJlc Opinion An:tlyst
LESSING J. ROSflNWALJ>
JONAS SALK, M.D.t 'J;he Salk Jnslitutc
ADOLPH W. SCIIM Dr. T. Mellon & Sons
CHARLES H. SCRIPPS, Chnlrmnn,
LEWIS L. STRAUSS,
Corm~r Sccrclarx of Commerce
CHARLES P. TAI·T,
,
former Mayor of Cinemnatl
WILLIAM H, VANDERBILT,
rormcr Governor of Rhode lslartd
ROBERT G. WEllLJ1 Treasurer,
Genesee Brewing Ulmpnny

College Enrollment to Grow

3)

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement·

already spent on our Food for Peace
Program.)
There's a Jot at stake. Not only the
lives of the starving people of the
world. But our lives. And the lives of
our chTidteil:l\ hungry world can
never be a peaceful world.
Take a few ntinutes to wire, write
or telephone anyone in Washington
you thinlnnight be helpful. Urge the
speeding u).l of Government action in
the population emergency. And write
us for more information and ideas on
how you can help.
We must act now. The longer we
wait, the more people will die from
starvation. That's something to think
about over dinner tonight,

degrees is instituted. Then I will
have to ask, "Did I fail, or did the
educational system fail?"
Antonio Garcia

, ____

CJLA§§KFKED
ADVER"fl§KNG

ilffillii!Willlllllllllnlllllii:IPJllill!ll!llllllllllfllilfi:llllllllmlliiiii!RIIIIITIIIIII:IIfiii:IIGIII\IilliliEIIIIIIIIIEIIIIIIllnllllllillllll!llllllllnlilllillliiiUIIIIIIillllllllllllr.lllllllll!llllilllllllllllilll!l

EMERSON FOOTE, CHAIRMAN
Fcdcr.-11 Reserve Do:1ro

~

mainly to the fact that I was
studying to take exams rather
than studying for the sake of
learning. Anytime I study for an
exam I feel very frustrated and I
feel that the "tyrant" is trying to
outfox me so he can have the
satisfaction of proving that his
exams are so cleverly devised that
it will be impossible for some of
the "peons" to pass them and
thus he can keep them from
invading the sanctity of a Masters
or PhD program.
After having stayed away for
two years, I returned to UNM last
fall. I have read more books on
my own this semester than I had
in the past 27 years. (Now, don't
get any ideas, I have only read six
books this semester.)
I discovered that I enjoy
reading and that I seem to retain a
lot more when I read because I
want to Jearn than when I read
because I want to do good on an
exam.
Now, why didn't our
educational system teach me to
enjoy learning when I was a child
so that instead of me being a 27
year old sophomore, I could have
perhaps been a 22-year old
graduate student?
If I don't shape up this
semester and start studying for
the sake of taking exams so I can
maintain my 2.0 gpa I may not be
around when the independent
study degree or some other
alternative to our assembly line

A Great Place to Eat
and Drink, what more
can we say?

WE;Io;KLY EARNINGS

BLOOD PlASMA DONOR CENTER
Tucs.-Sat. 8-5
1307 C""trnl N.r:.

PCT.
.811
.774
.755
.681
.755
week. The

CAMPAIGN TO CHECK THE POPULATION EXPLOSION
HENRY C. FLOWER, JR.,
former Vice Chairmtm,
J. Walter 'Thomp.!lon Co,
DR. PHILIP M. HAVSHR,

$CASH$

• •
W

BankAmericard financing ovailab!e

EUGENE llt.ACK, former head, World Bank
DR. DETLEV BRONK1 former t•residcnt,

To the Editor:
After having spent 13 years in
the public school system and after
having walked away with a paper
in my hand and hardly anything
in my head, I began to wonder if a
change in the educational system
is not in order.
I spent 13 years sitting in front
of "tyrant instructors" who
attempted to make me fit into
their system rather· than make
that system serve me.
If for some reason or other I
did not fit into the group, i.e.,
shyness, poor vision, cultural lag,
etc., I was labeled a "poor
student." I was negatively
sanctioned for doing badly on my
school work which resulted in the
beginning of a negative attitude
toward scholarly achievement.
Naturally, by the time I reached
college age I considered myself
"too dumb" to attend, so I joined
the Army. instead.
After having quite a bit of
contact with many a college
educated officer, I got to
thinking, "Now, I'm not really so
dumb, am I?" With the help of
the G I bill and a loan from
student aids I began my venture
into the realms of higher learning.
I spent a frustrating three
semesters at UNM. Frustrating
because I still had the same
attitude toward learning. I still
thought of the instructor as the
"master tyrant" who was out to
flunk me. Nevertheless I managed
to study hard for exams and
finished three semetiters with a 2.0
gpa. I learned more in three
semesters at college than I learned
in 13 years at the public schools.
Still, I did not learn as much as
I should have. I think this was due

~YVYYYYYYTYYYYTYYYYYYTTTTTTVYTVTTVY'

Final results of the football season's Lobo Picks are as follows:

9:00 AM to 7:00 PM Fridays 'til 9:00
5003 Menaul NE

MARRINER S. ECCLES1 former Chalnnan,

I

Educational Change

IJ1ni!J:8li::IL1f.lf.I[JillW.!IIIffii1Jl':liti!J1TIII11.1lwriiT!l!OI:TIIm1Cil1tailLii:lffilli!i:II[Il:!ll:ili11f.11illi.:lwl!'lmFtJ!llWJII!I211:mm:JJii!ITIIilni:ll1illii:IIEII::IIIITIIU!l~m~

We are open six days a week

What can we do about it? Two
things. We can try to increase the food
supply. And we can try to check the
growth of population.
Some progress has. been made in
increasing food supply. But not nearly
enough has been done in reducing
population growth.
A crash program is needed to control
population growth in the hungry, over·
populated areas of the world. Aitd it
must begin now. While there is still time.
A White House panel has recommended that the United States Government spend at least $100 million a
year on family planning help to underdeveloped nations. (That's only a tiny
fraction of the $15 ~ we've

Jim Hruban

If practice makes perfect the win a single first place. They
UNM gymnastics team displayed offset this by taking second-third
it this past weekend. The Lobo in each of those events.
gymnasts opened their 1970-71
Dave Repp and Jim Ivicek
season after 11 weeks of practice traded second and third places as
by winning the team title in the Repp took second in the side
horse and third in the parallel
Odessa Open Gymnastics Meet,
The two-day meet saw the bars. Ivicek beat Repp in the
Lobos win first place by defeating parallel bars and was third to Jon
e'1ght schools from Texas, Aitken in the high bar. Jim
Oklahoma, Louisiana and New Hruban who had a back fusion
Mexico. UNM captured three firs~ operation last year placed third on
places, five second and three third the side horse.
places while collecting 21 of 35
In the tumbling event Eaton
medals.
again edged Shelley as they
Stormy Eaton and Dana finished second and third
Shelley led the team to victory in respectively. Eaton and Shelley
floor exercises as they finished combine to give UNM two of the
one-two. Eaton scored a 9.5 to best floor exercise men in the
have the highest total of the meet WAC.
with Shelley right on his heels
The Lobos also came away
with a 9.45. Dave Repp collected
from the meet with the first three
the other first places for the
places in the all around category
Lobos with wins in the rings and
as Repp, Ivicek and Hruban won
long horse.
first, second and third.
In the side horse, parallel bars
The gymnasts now prepare for
and tumbling, which was added
the Rocky Mountain Open next
for this meet, the Lobos failed to
week in Fort Collins, Colorado.

•Scott386 136 w NJ./FM 349.95 Now 299.95
Scott 34<k 170w FM 379.95 Now 339.95
•Fisher 500 I BOw AM/FM Auto Tune 449.95 Now 399.95
Fisher 400 !SOw NJ./FM 349.95 Now 329.95
•Concord Sta 150 150w AM/FM 419.95 Now 359.95
• Concord Sto-308 30w NJ./FM 139.95 Now 99.50
Concord Sta-35w/30w AM/FM 159.95 Now 119.50
Concord F-600 35w AM/FM with cassette 249.95 Now 199.50

It takes you about an hour to cat a
nice, leisurely dinner. From the time
you start your appetizer to the time
you ftni~h your dessert, 417 people will
die from starvation.
You sec, world population has
already out·grown world food ~upply.
Every 8.6 seconds someone in an
under-developed country dies as aresult
of illness caused by malnutrition.
That's 7 deaths every minute. 417
deaths every hour. 10,000 deaths
every day, Most of them children ..
And that's just a taste of things to
come. Experts predict that tens of millions-even hundreds of millions-will
die from famine in the years ahead
urtless something is done about it.

Andy Garmezy

· had and dismiss them with a
"Hereya go now, easy does it.
You're now an Arab problem."
S h ashar's whole rationale for
the Middle East seizure seems to
be: 1) The territory is a Jewish
ancestral home 2) The Arabs, also
are a backward, illiterate bunch of
bums who can only benefit from
intimate contact with a
sophisticated invader. Leave us
tackle these canards singly!) What is an ancestral home?
Do· Presbyterians, Lutherans,
Episcopalians, etc. have them?
There is no such thing as a Jewish
race. Judaism is a religion
practiced by many of the Semitic
race. Arabs are also of Semitic
origin. If we speak of a Semitic
ancestral home it must also be
hobe to the Arabs. It might be
noted here the concept of an
all-Jewish state is about as
democratic as an all-white South
Africa. How representative is a
government that denies
citizenship and public office to all
who do not embrace its religious
dogma?
2) The Jewish argument that
Arabs were backward and needed
Jewish help represents a
throwback to the· 19th century
theory of the "White Man's
Burden," an excuse for naked
imperialism. Raise their living
standards by taking their land
away from them forever.
Golda Meir recently visited
these shores. Her trip seems to be
bearing fruit. Congress is about to
consider a Nixon proposal for a
half·billion bucks of supplemental
aid for Israel, Lo assist in
consolidating and enlarging her
ill·gotten gains. !\1oncy to buy
weapons ( including copious
amounts of napalm) with which
to slaughter more Arabs. Not one
thought for solicitating funds to
compcns'atc the plundered
victims, The United States is
about to score again in throwing
its weight to the side of the
oppressor over the oppressed.
A people have been ruthlessly
displaced. This is the core of the
problem. The answer to terror is
justice, whose instrument is truth.
Does anyone for a minute
honestly believe we are getting
either from our "free" press? Yet
without both the Middle East will
never yield to peace.
Kimbel Fisher

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE-male kittens, nboolntely black. Half
Siamooe, green eyes. 299-9614. 11/30
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Letters:
Draft Counselors
To the Editor:
Re the letter of Craig Simpson on
draft resistance. If a system through
its own laws offers alternatives to a
situation (such as service as a CO or a
I-Y) or some similar deferment that
some people might not agree with,
then only fools or martyrs would
by-pass those alternatives in their
rush to change those parts of the
system they don't agree with.
I would ask Simpson to open his
eyes and count all the people who he
might be able to count on if he asked
everyone to refuse to "cooperate."
How many are willing to go to jail
for three years (the approximate
length of prison terms in New
Mexico)? Unless he received an
overwhelming majority approval
then it would fail, and right now
people don't even know enough
about Selective Service law to try
and fight it.
As far as the practical solutions
that Simpson has offered, direct
resistance to the draft will give one
of two alternatives:
1) Five years and/or $10,000 fine,
or;
2) Emmigration to Canada-at this
time, with full knowledge that you
can never return or face
imprisonment and a fine.
The biggest advantage that the
Selective Service holds over the
people is sheer ignorance of how it
functions and the rights that they
have under the law. How many
people think that blind acceptance
of their local board's statements is all
they can do? The size and

com pI ex1ty of the system baffles
them.
As for the statement Simpson
made about counseling only helps
strengthen the system, let us say
this: the only way a smaller force
can overcome a big force is by
working within it (California and
New York's draft systems have
virtually crumbled under the strain),
not by direct force against it. We
would like to invite anyone up to
our offices to discuss the problem of
direct resistance versus legal rights
under the law.
Dick Howell
Phil Sciarotta
Racism Controversy
To the Editor:
The controversy over racism at
BYU results from the policies of the
Mormon church rather than from
overt racism on that campus. It
would be as difficult to find racism
at BYU as it is to find black students
there. While they are welcome to

Obviously one would not expect
many blacks to af~iliat~ with a
church offering them mfenor status
and a God who seems for some
reason to be practicing racism. Nor
would one expect black people to
attend that church's university or
play football there no matter what
the "academic policies" might be.
But the question of the percentage
of black students attending BYU or
whether more would be officially
welcomed there is really not the
issue. Even if BYU recruited an
entire black backfield and provided
scholarships for needy Panthers the
basic problem would still remain: the
Mormon church discriminates against
blacks. And since blacks, along with
most other non-Mormons, feel that
people rather than God are
responsible for racism and other
insults to the dignity of humanity,
shouldn't we be able to understand
why the Black Student Union
organizes BYU protests?
Jay Hirschi

N-·EW
MEXICO
, ...

Zimmerman Library Mural
_Damaged During Holidays
The fourth panel of a mural in the
reserve book room of Zimmerman
Library was defaced, apparently
Wednesday evening, with a substance
appearing to be black enamel paint.
Lou Chavez, a maintenance man
at the library, discovered the damage
about 8:30 p.m. and reported it to
the maintenance foreman, who
called the campus police.
The mural was painted by the late
Kenneth Adams, a member of the
Taos Society of Artists, who was
working under a Carnegie grant.
Adams, artist in residence at UNM
from 1938 to 1963, painted the
panels between 1938 and 1939, said
Clinton Adams, dean of Fine Arts.
The artist died in 1966.
The mural depicts New Mexico's
three cultures throughout the state's
history. The fourth panel, which was
defaced, shows an Anglo in the
center, looking forward, holding the
hands of a Chicano and an Indian on
either side in profile. The figures in

'You'd Better Face It-He Really Got His Foot In The Door That Time!'

could do nothing and so they took
me away for there was no one left to
speak up for me."
One might think this kind of story
could pertain to only the time when
it takes place-the era of Nazi
Germany, a not very pleasant time in
the world's history. Or, better yet,
one might think that such a thing
cannot happen in the United
States-"oh, no, it can't happen
here." But, oh, yes, it can happen
here and it is happening here.
In point of fact, this story came to
mind when I was with a small
gathering of friends (I use the term
rather loosely) a few nights ago. The
conversation had skirted upon many
subjects, as it usually does in
situations such as this, and had
finally come to rest on The Lobo,
the perhaps not so illustrious (at
least, according to some people)
campusnewspaper.
The speaker of the moment, a
By SANDY SCHAUER
graduate
student at UNM, who,
A true story is often told about a
German Lutheran minister who was judging by his previous conversation
sent to a concentration camp during is a very intelligent person, claimed
WW II where he was eventually hung. The Lobo "just didn't do anything"
The story begins with the minister, for him. He then proceeded to say
what The Lobo really needed was
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, being asked
some good pro and con editorials by
what he had done when the Gestapo
the
various factions on the campus.
came for the Communists.
Herr Bonhoeffer's answer was, "I on various issues important to the
did nothing for I was not a campus and to the world.
He then said that during his·
Communist."
undergraduate
years (sometime in
The story (perhaps, parable might
the
early
60's)
he had done some
be a better word to describe it)
continues in the same vein, running writing resembling this for The
through sevefa:I different political Lobo. He concluded his discourse
by saying it (the aforementioned
factions, i.e. "What did you do when
writing)
isn't really that hard to do
they (the Gestapo) came for the1
and
emphasized
The Lobo really did
l.eftist Socialists," until the
conclusion of the story when Herr need it to liven it up.
Bonhoeffer is asked what happened · When asked why he didn't do such
when "they" came for him.
. a thing for The Lobo now he said,
Herr Bonhoeffer's answer was, "I "I'm much too busy." _And so we

Bema

attend, they don't, and the ~ttitu~e
of the Mormo'n church explams this.
Although Mormons have
historically been. tolerant ?-nd
progressive, they now fmd
themselves caught up in a moral and
theological dilemma that has been
pushed into the newspape~s. through
the actions of black militants at
other western universities. The
traditional position of the church has
been that blacks are welcome as
members but are not eligible for the
priesthood (a)l oth~r worthy males
receive Mormon priesthood at age
12) . This policy gives black ~en
approximately the same status giVen
Mormon women. Mormons also
believe in modern revelation, i.e. that
God speaks to man in modern times
when the need arises. Thus the
majority of Mormons (who certainly
don't appear to be racists) are
waiting hopefully for God ~o speak
and revise the present pohcy. The
Mormon prophet (a very elderly
man) unfortunately hears nothing.

U.N.

profile, like those in profile
throughout the mural, have no eyes.
Director of the General Library
David 0. Kelley said yesterday that
"we don't know yet who did :i~ or
how they got in" the library. The
library closed at 5 p.m. Wednesday
because of Thanksgiving break.
Kelley said he viewed the damage
with "great regret."
"We want to build up the library
in every way we possibly can. We
d~n't want to destroy anything," he
said.
He added he did not know if the
mural panel could be restored but
the library planned to bring in an art
expert for consultation about
possible restoration.
The mural was the subject of
controversy in a letter in the Oct. 22
Lobo, which attacked the murai as
"degrading to the New Mexican
community." A letter in the Nov. 4
Lobo, however, defended the mural.

Rental Bikes Might Solve
U Campus Parking Problem

come to the real crux of the
problem, not only on the campus
but everywhere-the lack of time
which people have, time which is
necessary to help combat the
problems about which these very
same people so violently bitch.
It is so very simple for someone to
say that something is bad (or good
for that matter) and therefore
something must be done to remedy
that situation and make it go the
opposite way. Yet, when these same
people are asked why they don't do
something to combat these problems
they come up with the standard
answers-"I'm much too busy," "I
don't have the time," or even "I'm
not really that concerned about it."
·consequently, it becomes very
evident to anyone who can reason
logically (or even illogically) that if
one does not want to help change
things then one should not
vehemently bitch about what needs
changing.
Please don't misinterpret what I'm
saying. My previous descriptions do
not refer to the person who casually
·mentions that he can't understand
why such and such is so and so.
Rather I refer to the person who
bitches quite vehemently about the
ills of the world (or perhaps the
campus) and then proceeds to give
six easy lessons on how the ills can
be relieved. And, continuing, he
often says, "Ah, but if I were
president (of the United Statesj
university or whatever) or governor,
I would do such and thus."
· After he finishes his seemingly
never-ending tirade this person sits
back in his easy chair, reads hh
books that tell him how to make
executive decisions in two easy
lessons and calmly waits for the next

crisis to occur so he can glibly spout
forth his solution for it.
If these situations weren't so
pathetic then, perhaps, it would ~e
possible to laugh at them. And agam
if they weren't so true then it would
also be possible to laugh at them.
It's very easy for people to grab a
hold of a situation and to comment
on it and then sit hack and not do
anything to solve it.
Which all brings one back to the
story of the Reverend Bonhocffer.
The people I have just described are
not unlike Bonhoeffer. When the
Communists were taken away, he
probably gave a sermon in his church
the next Sunday, saying how terrible
· it was for the Gestapo to do such a
thing. And he probably did the same
thing as each different faction was
carted away to an unknown fate. In
the end, when he himself is taken
away there was no one left to speak
up for him because he had not
bothered to speak up when everyone
else had been taken away.
Thus, terrifying though it may be,
this may be what will happen in our
country, if those people who find it
so easy to blast something verbally
to the ground do not get up and do
something constructive besides
opening their mouths and moving
their tongues. These people may
suddenly find themselves (and then
again perhaps not so suddenly) in the
same situation that Bonhoeffer
found himself in wheh he was carted
a way to a fate that included
gruesome time in ~ ll• concentration
camp until he was subsequently
hung.
1: ·
These people ma&l find themselves
on a road going tdwntd a fate that
could be far worse•tlta.n Bonhoeffer's
was in both quantitY! and quality.

Zintmerman Wall Murals
Monday, November 30,1970
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Three UNM students have
proposed renting bicycles to users of
the north campus parking lot to
make it easier to get to their classes.
Bill Bridgers, Roger Ruvolo and
Hellen Vitkoff are the authors of the
independent study, which they
presented to Campus Planning
Committee last week. Their
proposals for solving the parking
problem and beautifying the campus
are in general agreement with the
University's goal of closing the
central campus to traffic.
The bicycles would be housed in a
small shed on the north campus lot
and could be checked out from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. The report suggests a
rental fee of $1 a week. Bicycle racks
would have to be provided near the
entrances of buildings so the bikes
could be locked while students
attend classes.
Bridges said the idea came from
campuses like the University of
California at Davis, where bicycles
are the only vehicles allowed on
campus. "Our situation is a little
different because we're a commuter
campus," he said, and the problem
here is getting to campus from the
north parking lot.
The students also proposed
reviving the shuttle bus service,
without the five-cent fare which was
charged during the experiment in
October. They suggest charging all
students two dollars a semester to
cover the cost of operation, which
would be $29,000 a semester under
their plan.
The proposal suggests sbc parking
lots remain in the closed area
bounded by Terrace, Roma and
Redondo Drive. They would be
southwest of Popejoy Hall, between
Popejoy Hall and Johnson Gym, the
two small lots between the gym and
Redondo Drive, the driveway east of
the home economics building and
the lot north of Zimmerman Library.
These lots would provide 430 spaces
for faculty and staff, compensating
for 370 spaces lost by closing other
lots.
It also proposes three paid parking

lots be opened, with a suggested fee
of $30 a semester. Bridgers said,
"The fee is arbitrary, but we feel it is
reasonable." With 340 paid spaces, it
would provide $10,000 a semester
for the non-academic building fund.
Two of the paid lots, one behind
the chemistry and biology buildings
and the other the paved area behind
the health center, would be reserved
for faculty. The area bordering
Central Ave. between Yale Park and
the main campus en trance is
proposed to be a student lot with a
capacity of 112 cars.

Senate
Election
Validated
A recount Wednesday of the Nov.
18 Senate election totals found· no
change in the election outcome,
although the vote totals of the 12th
and 13th place candidates differed
from the first count.
The recount showed Bob
Petranovich, who placed 13th in the
race for 12 Senate seats, with 1031
votes and Ralph Baca, the 12th place
winner, with 1045 votes, a 14 vote
difference. Petranovich asked for the
recount Nov. 20.
The original count showed a 16
vote difference between the two
candidates, with 1007 votes for
Petranovich and 1023 votes for Baca.
Winners in the Nov. 18 elections
were Juan Abeyta, John Boudreaux,
Ray Hamilton, Jo Ann Sanchez, Jac:k
O'Guinn, Lance Gordon, Pamela
Powell, Regis Clauschee, Ken White,
Jerry Buckner, Louis Baca and Ralph
Baca.

All-WAC
Sam Scarber, Fred Henry, Jay
Morrison and Houston Ross
named All-WAC-story on
page 6.

